MEDIA KIT

Every year, several hundreds of thousands of 18-35
year-olds take advantage of the Working Holiday Visa
program to live, travel and work abroad.

ABOUT
THE WORKING
HOLIDAY VISA
PROGRAM
The Working Holiday Visa program (WHV) is a bilateral governmental agreement between
dozens of countries. It offers 18-35 year-olds the opportunity to live, travel and work
abroad for up to one or two years (depending on the destination).
Unlike most immigration visas, the WHV is a flexible work permit with a straightforward
application process—candidates are not selected based on their education, training,
skills or experience even though a few basic requirements must be met. Applicants are
selected on a first-come, first-served basis or randomly from a pool.
However, information is key to success—there are deadlines to meet, supporting
documents to provide, and several popular destinations set up an annual WHV quota
so there’s little room for error.
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MEDIA MENTIONS
“Pvtistes managed to make a dream come true—it offers complete
transparency and info anyone can access. It’s the kind of open-data
website where everybody can enjoy the same info.”
- Mouv’ (French radio station part of Radio France)
“Pvtistes is a community website for 17-35 yearolds going abroad with a Working Holiday Visa.
With its step-by-step guides, it’s a gold mine
of information”
- Ouest France (daily French newspaper 		
produced in 47 different editions)

WHV
IN NUMBERS

Which word would best
describe your WHV
adventure?
Amazing

0%

So-so

Negative

45 years

0%

Educational

Disappointing

4%

The first bilateral Working Holiday
agreement was signed in 1975.

41%

Close to 60
participating countries

55%

From North and South America
to Oceania and from Europe to
Asiapour les Français.

400,000 participants
from all over the world
Go on a WHV adventure every
year, and 50% of them head to
Australia

Satisfying

Pleasant

Fulfilling my
dreams

Promising

Like a dream

Worthwhile

Full
of surprises

Rewarding

6, 12, 23 or 24 months
the validity of WHVs, depending
on the destination.

2017 pvtistes.net survey,
444 respondents

PVTISTES.NET
IN NUMBERS


330,000
registered members


1.2 million
messages on the forum


200,000
Facebook fans


25,000
Twitter followers


13,000
Instagram followers

CONTACT
Please contact us using this form
pvtistes.net/forum/sendmessage.php

